
 

Star Control: Origins Feature Overview 
 
Take command of Earth’s first and only interstellar starship on September 20th in Star Control: 
Origins! Your mission: to save the world...at all costs and by any means necessary. You’ll 
explore the galaxy, investigate new worlds, contact new civilizations, and battle hostile aliens in 
this open universe space-adventure RPG. 
 
Throughout the game’s adventure mode, you’ll encounter dozens of unique alien races in your 
mission to uncover the secrets of the Scryve. You’ll get to choose how to interact with them - 
whether you solve their problems (or create more!) is entirely up to you.  
 
You’ll battle against strange creatures and robotic drones, gather resources, and avoid hazards 
as you explore thousands of unique planets across hundreds of stars. Trade resources, 
upgrade your lander, or recruit new ships for your fleet at one of the many starbases strewn 
throughout the galaxy. 
 
Make friends (or enemies!) through hundreds of quests and choose the path of your adventure 
as you work to save humanity from some of the terrifying monsters that lurk out in deep space. 
Battle against over 100 unique ships and recruit powerful allies for your fleet as you progress 
through the story and make a name for yourself on the galactic scene. 
 
Star Control: Origins Launch Feature Summary 
 
 

● Adventure Mode 
○ ~20+ hour main campaign + hundreds of side quests 
○ Navigate a living universe filled with thousands of new worlds and hundreds of 

hand-crafted adventures 
○ Travel across exotic and amazing worlds searching for relics, Precursor artifacts, 

and treasures 
○ Meet strange new aliens that can become great allies or terrible enemies 
○ Find alien technology to upgrade your ship from being an embarrassment to the 

terror of the galaxy 
○ Navigate through thousands of planets in a universe that has a deep history 

spanning back hundreds of thousands of years 
○ Experience and all-new sci-fi universe in which you are the central character 

 
 

 
● Fleet Battles 

○ Choose a lineup of ships and battle against the AI in Single Player mode 
○ Choose a lineup of ships and battle against someone online or locally in 

Multiplayer Mode 



 

○ Create custom ships and send them into battle against your enemies 
○ Watch the AI battle itself in AI Mode so you can see which ships are best 
○ Scavenge for power-ups to boost your fleet and gain an advantage 
○ Change match settings for a new experience 
○ Choose from different arenas to battle in 
○ Set the number of obstacles or challenges in an arena 
○ Jump into a multiplayer game using the quickplay feature 
○ Compare your fighting skills against other players using a global ranking system 

on our online leaderboards 
 

● Ship Designer 
○ Create custom ship designs for Fleet Battles and your crafted universes 
○ Outfit ships with weapons, defenses, and engines 
○ Share ships using Steamworks 

 
(continued on following page) 
 

● Adventure Studio  
○ Craft quests for new and exciting adventures 
○ Create your own alien races and dialogue 
○ Customize dialogue and text for a unique experience 
○ Create buildings that you can add to your crafted universes 

 
● Miscellaneous 

○ Controller support (XBOX, PS4, Logitech, and more) 
○ Steamworks integration for sharing ships 

 
● COMING AFTER RELEASE 

○ Universe Maker - create and share your own complete adventures with your 
friends online 

○ DirectX 12 and Vulkan API enhancements and optimizations 
○ Additional Steamworks integration for sharing quests, maps, characters, 

complete universes 
 
 


